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MSU police offer campus safety tips 
May 7, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With the ending of the spring semester, Morehead State 
University’s Police Department offers this advice to the campus community: Be aware of your 
surroundings and take the necessary precautions to avoid loss of your belongings. 
“It is not uncommon to see an increase in crime at this time of year,” said MSU Police 
Chief Merrell J. Harrison. “On the campus, everyone is busy with the end of the year activities 
and fail to adhere to the safety rules that they usually follow.” 
Purses, wallets, cell phones, iPods and textbooks are among the items that are reported 
missing most often. 
Students, as well as faculty and staff, are urged to take all necessary measures to secure 
and protect personal belongings in residence halls, offices and vehicles, in addition to office 
equipment and other vulnerable items. 
According to MSUPD, always be on the lookout for suspicious activity. 
“We want to remind you to take the extra time to secure items in the trunk or under the 
seat before leaving your automobile,” Chief Harrison said. “The threat of a break-in is reduced if 
your belongings are not visible. Remember to lock your vehicle before leaving it in the parking 
area.” 
University police remind students to also practice safety in the residence halls: 
· Make sure your door is locked when leaving your room, even if you are only going next 
door. It takes less than 10 seconds for a thief to enter an open room and steal property. 
· Do not leave messages on phones or computer accounts, indicating how long you will be 
away or when you expect to return. 
· Follow the safety in numbers rule when going out at night and arrange to go with 
friends/roommates. It is a good practice to scan your surroundings whether walking on 
campus, traveling by automobile or enjoying a shopping excursion. Call and request the 
MSU student shuttle at 606-783-TRIP (7 p.m. until 1 a.m.) to get a ride from outlying 
parking lots to your residence hall.  
 
· Follow the safety in numbers rule when going out at night and arrange to go with 
friends/roommates. It is a good practice to scan your surroundings whether walking on 
campus, traveling by automobile or enjoying a shopping excursion. 
· Download for free and utilize the LiveSafe Mobile App from the Apple iTunes or Google 
Play. The LiveSafe campus safety app enables a two-way communication system 
between students and campus officials. 
· Do not leave valuables or property (purses, backpacks, books, personal identification, 
etc.) visible in or around the office or living area. 
· Keep emergency numbers by the phone. Call 911 to report any suspicious person or 
activity. 
· Take the time to be aware of your surroundings and any unusual activity. 
· Wear seatbelts, it’s the law and it could save your life.   
· Do not drink and drive. 
During the spring and the summer, MSUPD will be conducting traffic checkpoints at 
various locations. 
Additional information is available by calling the MSU Police Department at 606-783-
2035 or visit us at www.moreheadstate.edu/police or www.facebook.com/msupd/. 
#### 
  




‘Bluegrass Biennial’ on display through Aug. 29 
June 1, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Showcasing the wealth of visual art in Kentucky, "The Bluegrass 
Biennial: A Kentucky Juried Exhibition" will be on exhibit June 4 through Aug. 29 at Morehead 
State University’s Golding-Yang gallery in the Claypool-Young Art Building. 
A closing reception and juror’s talk will be held Wednesday, Aug. 29, from 5 to 7 p.m.  
The Exhibition juror is Daniel Pfalzgraf, currently the curator for the Carnegie Center for 
Art and History in New Albany, Indiana. 
Pfalzgraf received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Murray State University in 
sculpture and drawing, and is finishing a Master of Business Administration degree at Indiana 
University Southeast. 
Inspired by both the quality and quantity of visual art created in the state, the exhibition 
seeks to display the range of artistic production from across the Commonwealth. The strength of 
the exhibition truly rests in its diversity, from the types of artists included which run from self-
taught to graduates of Master of Fine Art programs, to the range of artwork media and style on 
display. 
The exhibition has four artwork awards selected by the juror for aesthetic excellence, and 
include the following: 
Best in Show Award: Arturo Sandoval (Lexington), Pattern Fusion No. 15: Motherboard 
6 (cobalt blue), 2016, Art quilt, 80.5 x 81.5” 
Merit Award: KCJ Szwedzinski (Louisville), Learning the Debka Step, 2018, Ink on 
Stonehedge paper, 38 x 50” 
Merit Award: Kiptoo Tarus (Lexington), A Curious Case of Two Queers, 2015, Cedar 
wood, 16 x 10 x 10” 
Merit Award: Dick Dougherty (Berea), Arrested #B-12W0117, 2017, Watercolor and 
pen, 20 x 16” 
Honorable Mention: Philis Alvic (Lexington), Looking Into The Garden, 
2016, Weaving, 78 x 32 x 2” 
Honorable Mention: Cooper Gibson (Eubank), Trying, 2018, Non-traditional weaving, 
9’ x 3’ x 6” 
 
 The 23 accepted artists include: 
 Philis Alvic, Lexington; David Bartlett, Morehead; Katlyn Brumfield, Richmond; Dick 
Dougherty, Berea; Todd Fife, Bowling Green; Cooper Gibson, Eubank; Bet Ison, Morehead; 
James Knoll, Morehead; Deborah Levine, Louisville; Christine Levitt, Lexington; Brent 
Oglesbee, Bowling Green;  
Ann Olson, Olive Hill; Marti Plager, Louisville; Arturo Sandoval, Lexington; Wyatt 
Severs, Murray; Randy Simmons, Paducah; Shane Smith, Lexington; Victor Sweatt, Louisville; 
Ilona Szekely, Lexington; KCJ Szwedzinski, Louisville; Kiptoo Tarus, Lexington; Tonya Vance, 
Lexington; and Cathy Vigor, Lexington. 
The event is sponsored by the MSU’s Golding-Yang art gallery and the Department of 
Art and Design and Arts.  
Scheduled for the summer of 2020, the next Bluegrass Biennial will again invite a juror 
from Kentucky to curate an exhibition representing the contemporary spirit of art in the 
Commonwealth. 
The art gallery, an educational resource of the art and design department and the 
University, features contemporary art for the Morehead State University community and its 
service region. The gallery, open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. or by appointment, is 
free and open to the public. Parking is available on Main Street and across campus after 5 p.m. 
More information about the Department of Art and Design can be found at 
www.moreheadstate.edu/art. 
Additional information is available by calling Jennifer Reis, gallery director, at 606-783-








‘That Was Radio’ to premiere May 27 
 
May 18, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State Public Radio (WMKY, 90.3FM) will take a nostalgic trip back to 
the past with a new program exploring the ‘golden years of radio.’ 
Leon Smothers is the creator, writer and host of “That Was Radio.”  
In addition to providing an overview of radio programs from the 1930s through 1950s, “That Was 
Radio” will go behind the programs to explore the personalities and events that inspired and shaped those 
programs. Along the way, the series will examine how the shows were made, and discuss their importance and 
impact on radio. 
Smothers is a retired civil engineer who lives with his wife Molly on a small farm in Rowan County. In 
addition to raising sheep, his interests include watching old B-movies, traveling scenic back roads, collecting 
vintage radios and listening to old-time radio programs. 
“Radio is not passive and involves active listening,” said Smothers. “Similar to reading a book, a person 
listening to radio drama is as much a part of the creative process as the cast and crew that produced it. The 
pictures that are created in the minds of listeners are as unique and unlimited as their imaginations.” 
The first episode will air Sunday, May 27, at 3 p.m. and repeat at 9 a.m. on Memorial Day, Monday, 
May 28. Additional programs will air about every two months and will be archived on WMKY’s website 
(www.wmky.org). 
“I hope this series will provide some of the background needed for a new audience to better understand 
old-time radio and overall, to enjoy it even more,” added Smothers. 
Morehead State Public Radio (WMKY) broadcasts from the campus of Morehead State University to 
more than 20 counties throughout Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia. 
Additional information is available by contacting Paul Hitchcock, MSPR general manager, at 606-783-
2001 or online at www.wmky.org. 
#### 
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++ Spring Commencement recognizes nearly 1,200 degree candidates 
May 12, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University honored nearly 1,200 degree candidates 
at its two spring commencement ceremonies on Saturday, May 12, at the Academic-Athletic 
Center. 
There were smiles, cheers and lots of photographs taken as the newest alumni took the 
ceremonial walk across the stage, signifying the completion of their college degrees. They were 
greeted by MSU President Dr. Joseph A. (Jay) Morgan, who offered a congratulatory handshake 
to each of those completing graduate and undergraduate degree requirements. 
Jeffery Tyler Syck of Pikeville was the morning commencement speaker for the Caudill 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences and the College of Education. He is the oldest 
son of Jeffery and Laura Syck. He is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree in government 
and history. 
At Morehead State, Syck was awarded a full academic scholarship through the George 
M. Luckey Jr. Academic Honors Program. He has served for three years as president of the 
Honors student body, as a founding member and vice-president of the Cicero Society, as the 
founding president of the Residence Hall Association, and in various roles in the Student 
Government Association. 
“Education is something that never ends. There may be no more tuition, but the learning 
never stops. Without a real education we can only ever live half-lives: Never able to fully 
account for the moral grounds of our actions or able to understand the world we belong to,” Syck 
told the crowd. “In a couple of moments, we will all graduate from Morehead State University, 
ending a momentous chapter in our lives. Most of us have already begun the journey that is a real 
education, but I urge you to never let this education end - for in seeking to understand the good 
in life you will find it for yourself.” 
 
After graduation, Syck plans to attend graduate school at the University of Virginia and 
pursue a Doctor of Philosophy degree in political science. His ambition is to become a professor 
so that he can mentor future generations of students.  
Maggie Fleming Pollitt of Hillsboro was this year’s afternoon commencement speaker 
for the College of Science. She is the daughter of Jackie and Nina Pollitt of Hillsboro. 
She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree in biomedical sciences. 
Pollitt has been active in undergraduate research under the mentorship of Dr. Kurt Gibbs 
studying spinal cord injury for three years. 
A first-generation college student, Pollitt has maintained a cumulative grade-point-
average of 4.0 and has made the dean’s list every semester. 
“More than just a ceremony today is indisputably about you. Today is about every ounce 
of work that you invested into making this diploma a reality. Today is about the multitude of 
trials that you endured and the inexplicable relief of your triumph. Today, we are leaving 
Morehead State as better informed, more capable individuals, and we have diplomas to prove it,” 
said Pollitt. 
 “Today, we will certainly rejoice in our achievements, but let us not forget the more 
important parts of life. The luck of our circumstance, and the gift of our education, affords us the 
opportunity to serve others.” 
Pollitt traveled to the Dominican Republic for two weeks during the winter break of 2016 
to learn about health facilities. In the Dominican Republic, she volunteered at a local orphanage 
and participated in learning experiences to examine the underlying causes of health care 
disparities.  
After graduation, she plans to attend law school at the University of Cincinnati where she 
has been awarded a full-tuition scholarship as a member of the inaugural class of the Taft 
Scholars Program. 
For the commencement exercises, the grand marshal and macebearer was Dr. Janelle M. 
Hare. 
Faculty marshals were Dr. Frances L. Helphinstine, professor of English, and Dr. Julia 
Ann Hypes, associate professor of sports management. 
Student marshals were Kennedy Victoria Haught and Aaron Phillip Zucherman, Graduate 
Programs; Sarah Jane Elam and Kimberly Brooke Meade, College of Science; Allie Marae 
McKenzie and Benjamin Walker Moore, College of Business and Technology; Morgan Diana 
Caldwell and Nathaniel Scott Juniper, College of Education;  Ross Michael Haney and Miranda 
Kay Johnson, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. 
Matthew Hammond sang the national anthem and Dr. Eric Brown sang the alma mater. 
ROTC students were commissioned as part of each program. 
Following the ceremony, the newest alumni were inducted into the MSU Alumni 
Association Inc. by its president, Jason Rainey. 





Rites of Passage slated for May 11 
May 3, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Office of Student Activities, Inclusion and 
Leadership Development will sponsor its 35th Rites of Passage recognition ceremony on Friday, May 11, at 
5:30 p.m. 
The ceremony will take place in the Laughlin Health Building. 
The purpose of the ceremony is to recognize and celebrate the scholastic achievement of minority and 
international students at MSU. Each student will receive a certificate, a gift and a special Kente stole. 
The keynote speaker for the spring celebration will be Marquez Young. 
A two-time MSU graduate, Young earned his Bachelor of Business Administration degree in business 
administration and management and his Master of Arts degree in adult and higher education. 
For almost two years, he was a senior enrollment services counselor for diversity at MSU. Last fall, he 
accepted an enrollment advisor position at Sinclair Community College in Dayton. 
Additional information about the ceremony is available by calling Shannon Colvin, associate director for 
programming, leadership and inclusion, at 606-783-2071 or email s.colvin@moreheadstate.edu. 
#### 
  
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
 
‘A Silver Celebration’ Spring Gala 2018 recap 
May 1, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University held its annual Spring Gala on Saturday, 
April 28, with this year’s theme ‘A Silver Celebration’ at the Morehead Conference Center. 
Nearly 500 guests joined Dr. and Mrs. Jay Morgan as everyone took a trip down memory 
lane reminiscing about previous gala celebrations. The 2018 Spring Gala show featured students 
and faculty from the MSU School of Creative Arts. 
The proceeds from this event, which raises approximately $100,000 annually, provide 
educational opportunities for MSU students. 
Chief photographer Tim Holbrook and Videographer David Patrick captured some of the 
flavor of the evening and have provided a photo gallery and video recap.  Visit 
www.moreheadstate.edu/gala to view the photos and video.   
Additional information is available by calling Office of Alumni Relations and 
Development at 606-783-2033 or 1-877-783-ALUM. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
 
 
Andrews selected for OVC Hall of Fame 
May 4, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State President Emeritus Dr. Wayne D. Andrews and 
former Austin Peay men’s basketball coach and director of athletics Dave Loos and have been 
elected into the Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame. The two will be inducted at the annual 
OVC Honors Brunch that will be held Friday, June 1, at the DoubleTree Hotel in downtown 
Nashville. 
The Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame was organized in 1977 with the intent of 
honoring the coaches, administrators, faculty and staff that have been associated with the OVC 
for at least five years and provided extensive and outstanding service to the Conference. With the 
induction of this year’s class, the membership will reach 83.  
Andrews served as Morehead State’s president from January 2005 until his retirement in 
June 2017. Andrews twice served as the chair of the OVC Board of Presidents and was the 
longtime chair of the OVC’s Finance Committee. 
During his tenure, MSU won 16 OVC Championships and made 11 NCAA Tournament 
appearances in addition to 21 Universal Cheerleading Association (UCA) National 
Championships. Academically, 12 MSU student-athletes were named Academic All-Americans, 
and Morehead State claimed seven OVC Institutional Academic Achievement Awards over an 
eight-year period. Additionally, over 200 student-athletes earned the OVC Academic Medal of 
Honor and 15 programs earned OVC Team Sportsmanship Awards. 
Andrews was instrumental in helping build the EAGLE (Eagle Athletics Guided 
Learning and Enhancement Center) Center, one of the finest academic-oriented facilities in the 
nation. The facility was designed to give MSU student-athletes a place to focus on academic 
responsibilities and work toward their college degrees and includes computer labs, learning labs 
and study space. 
On campus, Andrews oversaw the university reaccredited in 2011, and the beginning of 
the doctoral degree program in education in 2010. He was the driving force behind the 
establishment of The Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics, a dual-credit 
residential high school for academically exceptional Kentucky students on MSU’s main campus. 
Three state-of-the-art campus building were constructed during his tenure, including the Center 
for Health, Education and Research, the Equine Health Education Center and the Space Science 
Center. The university also refreshed six and built two new residence halls.  
Prior to becoming President at Morehead State, Andrews spent 17 years at East 
Tennessee State University. He is a graduate of Fitchburg State University in Massachusetts 
where he earned a B.S. degree in 1974, and of West Virginia University where he received a 
master’s in 1976 and a doctorate in 1977. 
Loos is the winningest coach in OVC men’s basketball history. He is the only men’s 
basketball coach to win five OVC Coach of the Year awards (1990, 1997, 2003, 2004, 2007) and 
he led Austin Peay to four OVC Tournament Championships (1996, 2003, 2008, 2016), equaling 
the all-time OVC mark by a coach. In 2017, he led the Governors to four victories in four days to 
become the first No. 8 seed to claim the tournament crown. 
Loos also served as Austin Peay Director of Athletics for 16 years (1997-2013), including 
be the only coach nationally to hold both roles over his final seven years.  
A Missouri native, Loos played both basketball and baseball at Memphis State, where he 
was inducted into its Hall of Fame in 2002. 
#### 




Birkes receives study abroad scholarship 
May 17, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Colby Birkes, a second-year political science major, received a 
$1,500 study abroad scholarship from Pi Kappa Phi International Scholars Program. 
Birkes plans to use the financial award this summer to participate in the Canadian 
Parliament Internship program, a five-week program in Ottawa, Canada.  
During the internship, Birkes will work in the office of Judy Sgro, a Liberal Party 
member of Parliament, where he will assist in writing constituent newsletters, press releases and 
speeches to deliver in the House of Commons. He also will conduct research for a paper on 
sexual harassment in the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
“I have always been interested in government and helping others,” Birkes said. “This 
internship offers a close and hands-on approach to government that I will value.” 
 The Winchester native says he feels very fortunate to earn this scholarship. 
 “My parents are paying for two kids in college at the same time. My mom is an 
elementary school teacher of 30 years. With all of the uncertainty that she is going through with 
Frankfort, I was hoping to take one more worry off of her shoulders.” 
After graduation, Birkes hopes to attend law school. “I have the adamant aspiration to 
attend Yale Law School. The political science faculty have been amazing and I hope they realize 
the impact that they have had on me and many others.” 
“Colby is one of the most engaged students I’ve had in my classes. He is always on top of 
the readings and often meets after class for further discussion. This high level of engagement will 
serve him well during his internship in Canada. I’m confident he will represent Morehead State 
University well in Ottawa, and will uphold the high standards of Pi Kappa Phi study abroad 
scholarship recipients,” said Dr. James Masterson, associate professor of government. 
Additional information on the Department of History, Philosophy, Politics, International 







From left, James Frasure, Katelyn Farler (Peyton Pugh's fiancée), Kennedy Blakeman, Vicki 
Collins Blakeman, Taylor Blakeman Barney, Austin Alderson and Donovan Cyrus. 
 
Blakeman Memorial Scholarship awarded to four recipients 
 
May 9, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Office of Alumni Relations and 
Development has announced the 2018 spring recipients of the J.B. Blakeman Memorial 
Scholarship: Austin Alderson of Morehead, Donovan Cyrus of Ashland, James Frasure of Betsy 
Layne, and Peyton Pugh of Hyden. 
Alderson is a sophomore biomedical sciences/pre-physician assistant major. He was 
recognized for his service assisting with the J.B. Blakeman Memorial Golf Scramble. During 
winter break he served at the community soup kitchen, has helped pack backpack snacks for 
Gateway Helping Hands, and was involved with both Homecoming and Say Boo to Drugs. 
Cyrus is a senior mathematics major. He was named the 2017 MSU Homecoming King. 
Cyrus currently serves as Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity vice president of communications. He is 
a member of the Phi Sigma Pi honors fraternity and is a student director in the Office of Student 
Housing. 
Frasure is a junior biomedical sciences/pre-pharmacy major. He was recognized for both 
his academic performance and contributing to the chapter, having served as intramural chair. A 
member of the biology and chemistry clubs, Frasure has participated in the Lockegee cleanup 
event.  
Pugh is a junior biomedical chemistry/pre-pharmacy major. He currently serves as 
president of the KY Zeta Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon at MSU and attended the Carlson 
Leadership Academy in February. Pugh is a member of the Chemistry Club and also is a Delta 
Gamma Anchorman. 
The scholarship was established in 2012 in memory of Jeffery Scott J.B. Blakeman. A 
graduate of Morehead State University with an industrial technology degree, he was a member of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and a Chi Omega sorority big brother. As an avid outdoorsman, he 
enjoyed hunting, fishing and photographing wildlife. Blakeman loved golfing and was a member 
of the Eagle Trace Men’s Golf Association and was a proud supporter of Rowan County and 
Morehead State athletics.  
He passed away September 2011 at the age of 52. 
With these awards, more than $15,000 in scholarship funds have been awarded through 
the J.B. Blakeman Memorial Scholarship fund. Even with the amount of scholarship awards that 
have been made, MSU has announced that a scholarship endowment has been established and 
will provide scholarship resources into the future. 
In recognition of her service to the MSU community and her hard work establishing the 
scholarship fund, Vicki Blakeman was honored with the Volunteer of the Year award at SigEp’s 
Carlson Leadership Academy held in Atlanta. She was presented with her award at the spring 
J.B. Blakeman Scholarship awards ceremony held at MSU. 
For more information on the scholarship, contact MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations and 
Development at 606-783-2033. 
To learn more about scholarships at MSU, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/scholarships. 
 #### 
  






BOR approves phased retirements 
May 10, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Board of Regents met on Thursday, 
May 10, for a quarterly work session and a special meeting in the DeMoss Suite at the Center for 
Health, Education and Research. 
During the special called meeting, MSU President Dr. Joseph A. (Jay) Morgan 
recommended and the Regents approved phased retirement contracts for 10 employees and dealt 
with matters relating to the future acquisition or sale of real property where publicity would be 
likely to affect the value of a specific piece of property to be acquired or sold. 
The board recognized Natasha Davis, associate professor of dance; Terry White, 
Construction and Engineering Services director; and student Allie Terrell of Morehead. 
MSU’s Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) also were recognized and represented by Sydnee 
Bradley of Louisville; Bre Howell of Louisa; and Ryan Steele of West Liberty. SAA is a group 
of 30 dedicated students that represent the University and serve as a link between current 
students and Alumni. SAA members serve as the official host group of the University and the 
Alumni Association and are active in the promoting Morehead State University. 
With certain limitations, Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) allow retirees under the 
Kentucky Teacher’s Retirement System (KTRS) to be re-employed in a part-time capacity with 
the same organization from which they retired.  This will also include faculty participants in the 
Optional Retirement Plan (ORP) provided they meet eligibility standards. The University will 
allow faculty to retire by providing part-time employment for teaching up to 12 hours per 
academic year at their current per credit hour salary. Accordingly, pursuant to University 
Administrative Regulation, Procedures for Phased Retirement Program (PRP) Morehead State 
University may provide qualifying faculty a phased retirement option. 
Receiving one year of phased retirement were: Dr. Mesghena Yasin, professor of 
economics; Dr. Donna Kizzier, associate professor information systems and business education; 
Dr. Markham Schack, professor of education; Dr. Deborah Plum, assistant professor of 
journalism; and Dr. Zexia Barnes, associate professor of chemistry 
Receiving two years of phased retirement were: Dr. Wayne Willis, professor of 
education; Dr. Ric Caric, professor of international and interdisciplinary studies; Dr. Monica 
Magner, professor of health; Dr. Latonya Hesterberg, professor of social work; and Dr. Michael 
Harford, professor of management. 
The Board also conducted a work session that honored former chair Paul C. Goodpaster 
and discussed reports from the Health Care and Facilities task forces. 





Photo ID: From left, Jill McBride, Taylor Cash and Alvin Madden-Grider. 
 
Cash presented the Molly McBride Tutoring Excellence Award  
 
May 2, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Taylor Cash, Morehead senior, was presented with the Molly 
McBride Tutoring Excellence Award. 
The award is given annually to a tutor who demonstrates a superior level of tutoring skills 
and caring for MSU students. It honors Molly McBride, a TLC tutor until she was killed in a 
May 2013 car accident.  
“We are so blessed that the MSU Tutoring and Learning Center is remembering and 
honoring our daughter in this way. She was passionate about helping students with their 
educational pursuits and honoring her in this way acknowledges that her passion and 
commitment didn't go unrecognized. We were, and continue to be, so very proud of our 
daughter,” said Jill McBride. 
A neuroscience major, Cash will graduate in May. 
 “Molly was an extraordinary person and a fantastic tutor,” said Alvin Madden-Grider, 
learning strategies coordinator. “She helped many MSU students with their studies, and she 
helped them stay in college and graduate. Taylor is an outstanding student and tutor and deserves 
to be presented with the award.” 
The TLC tutors are undergraduates who help their fellow students through tutoring 
mathematics, business, sciences, writing, foreign languages and other subjects. 







MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
Mysonhimer to participate in Kosovo International Summer Academy 
May 30, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Chad Mysonhimer, a second year Master of Public Administration 
student, will attend the Kosovo International Summer Academy for “Peace building in post-
conflict areas - Diplomacy, Leadership and Negotiations.”  
The academy will be held in Pristina, Kosovo, with enrichment excursions to Prizen, 
Mitrovica, and Gadime Cave. He will meet with high-ranking officials and ambassadors during 
his time in the Balkans. 
“Given his interest in the use of coercive diplomacy in international conflict, I think this 
particular summer academy suits him well,” said Dr. James Masterson, associate professor of 
government, and Mysonhimer’s M.P.A. thesis advisor. 
“He’ll be learning about the conflict in the Balkans from diplomats, scholars, and 
policymakers who experienced it first-hand. More importantly, he’ll be learning about successful 
strategies towards building peace among diverse groups of people in war-torn regions.” 
When asked what he hopes to gain from this experience, Mysonhimer replied, “I hope to 
learn about diplomacy in Europe and Post-Soviet states, as well as the Balkan wars of the 1990s. 
I also am hoping to gain an international experience, see new sites, experience new cultures, 
meet new people and find new opportunities.” 
The Lebanon, Ohio, native cites his work in the field of International Relations that he 
has completed towards his M.P.A. thesis and his undergraduate major in government that have 
prepared him for this opportunity.  
“However, I would say that teaching political science for the past two years has given me 
a new level of confidence and competence that I have never had before,” said Mysonhimer, who 
earned his Bachelor of Arts in Government and Philosophy from MSU. 
Additional information on the Department of History, Philosophy, Politics, International 

























































CPE report shows 7.4 percent increase in undergraduate credentials, 
degrees 
May 1, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kentucky’s colleges and universities are on track to increase the 
educational attainment of the state’s working-age population from 45 percent of the population 
with a postsecondary credential to 60 percent by the year 2030.  
The Kentucky Council approved an annual progress report that shows undergraduate degrees and 
credentials at Kentucky’s public and independent colleges and universities totaled 59,009 in 
2016-17, an increase of 7.4 percent during the prior year. 
Combined with graduate degrees, total degree and credential growth climbed 6.6 percent overall. 
The highest growth came from short-term certificates awarded by the Kentucky Community and 
Technical College System, increasing 16 percent to 22,759 awards for the year. Increases in 
high-demand workforce certificates were reported, including computer information sciences, 60 
percent; electrician, 33 percent; industrial mechanics and maintenance technology, 54 percent; 
welding, 30 percent; and diesel mechanics, 28 percent. 
Other increases include: 
‒        Associate degrees at KCTCS increased 3 percent to 9,950. 
‒        Bachelor’s degrees were up 2 percent to 23,189. 
‒        Minority bachelor’s degrees increased 8 percent to 2,920. 
‒        STEM+H (science, technology, engineering, math and health) bachelor’s degrees increased 5 
percent to 7,459. 
‒        Master’s, professional and doctoral degrees climbed 3 percent to 10,639. 
‒        High school equivalency diplomas (GEDs) increased 7 percentage points to 3,299. 
“I have been encouraging our campuses to get ‘better, faster.’ The data we unveiled show 
that in nearly every metric our campuses are doing exactly that,” said Bob King, CPE president. 
“Credit goes to all--from our presidents, provosts, faculty and staff for getting more of 
our students across the finish line, to our students for achieving their educational goal,” King 
said. 
The Council set the attainment goal of 60 percent of Kentucky’s working-age population 
with a credential or degree by 2030 with the 2016 adoption of the new strategic agenda, 
“Stronger by Degrees: A Plan to Create a More Educated and Prosperous Kentucky.” The 
agenda includes a set of key performance metrics with 2020-21 targets for the state and 
institutions.  
Moving closer to the national average in educational attainment will make Kentucky 
more competitive in an economy where the vast majority of newly created jobs since the 
recession are going to people with a postsecondary credential.  
Other key findings in the report include:  
‒        Graduation and retention rates continue to improve. 
‒        Kentucky public institutions remain competitive with SREB states on average net price (out-
of-pocket costs). Average net price at Kentucky comprehensive universities has remained 
essentially unchanged since 2012-13. 
‒        State funding per full-time student fell to $5,848 in 2016-17 and has declined 35 percent since 
2007-08, the start of the recession. 
‒        Currently, about 1.2 million working-age Kentuckians do not have a college degree. Enrolling 
more of these students will be challenging, as the percentage of adult students without a prior 






Craft Academy graduation set for Saturday, May 12 
May 4, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Craft Academy for Excellence in 
Science and Mathematics will host its second graduation Saturday, May 12, at 5 p.m. in Button 
Auditorium. 
A total of 52 students representing 33 counties from across the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky will be recognized at the ceremony. 
The Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics opened in August 2015. 
Joseph and Kelly Craft of Lexington initially pledged $4 million in support of the Academy, 
which was the single largest cash gift in the history of the University. 
The Craft Academy offers unique, project-based STEM+X courses that enriche the 
educational experience and develop competencies in entrepreneurship and innovation, design 
and creativity, and civic and regional engagement. 
Students are selected based on ACT and SAT scores, academic grades from their first 
two years of high school, interest in advanced STEM careers, responses to application essay 
questions, interviews by the Academy selection committee and recommendations from teachers 
and others who could attest to the student’s need and preparedness for the program. 
Brooke Hall will be the student speaker. She is the daughter of Ronnie and Deanna Hall. 
Prior to attending the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics, she was a 
student at Johnson Central High School. 
Dr. Jay Morgan, MSU president, Dr. Carol Christian, director, and Joseph Craft will 
speak during the event. 
In the fall of 2018, students from the graduating class will attend 16 different colleges 
and universities across the United States, including 11 students who will enroll at MSU. 
Additional information on the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 





May 16, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Craft Academy for Excellence in 
Science and Mathematics will offer four unique summer camps designed to spark students' 
interests in space science, engineering, aeronautics and the arts. 
"Take Flight: an FPV Drone Racing Camp" will be held June 21 and 22 and is open to 
incoming eighth and ninth grade students. During the two-day non-residential camp, students 
will learn to build, fly and race FPV drones. The cost is $250 and includes lunch, snacks and 
camp materials. 
"Blast Off: an Exomedicine Camp" will be held June 24-29. The five-day residential 
camp is open to students who will enter ninth or tenth grade in the fall. Campers will learn about 
the field of exomedicine and will compete in groups to create an experiment to be built and 
launched to the International Space Station. The cost is $500 and includes housing, meals and 
snacks, camp activities and materials. 
"SpaceTrek 2018" is a girls-only camp for students entering ninth or tenth grade in the 
fall. The camp will be held July 6-14 and will engage girls in space science and engineering-
related activities. The cost of the nine-day residential camp is $500 and includes housing, meals 
and snacks, activities and camp materials. 
"The Final Cut: A Filmmaker's Boot Camp" will be held July 8-14 and is open to students 
entering the tenth grade in the fall. Campers will learn about digital media and documentary film 
making, and will work to write, direct and shoot a short documentary film. The cost is $600 and 
includes housing, meals and snacks, activities and camp materials.  
For more information about the camps, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/craft-
academy/summer. Online registration for the summer camps is closed, but space is still available 




++ Craft Academy to holds second graduation ceremony  
 
May 12, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and 
Mathematics held its second graduation Saturday, May 12, at Button Auditorium.  
A total of 51 students representing 33 counties from across the Commonwealth of Kentucky were 
recognized during the ceremony. 
 “Today is a day of celebration for Craft Academy graduates and their families,” said Dr. Jay Morgan, 
MSU president. “These young people are well prepared for the next steps in their preparation for leadership in 
STEM careers.” 
The Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics opened in August 2015. Dr. Joseph and 
Ambassodor Kelly Craft of Lexington initially pledged $4 million in support of the Academy, which was the 
single largest cash gift in the history of the University. 
“Joe and Kelly’s commitment to providing unique educational opportunities to academically gifted and 
talented students will provide lasting impact to Kentucky,” said Morgan. “Craft Academy students will forever 
benefit from their legacy.” 
Brooke Hall of Paintsville was the student speaker. Hall is the daughter of Ronnie and Deanna Hall. 
Prior to attending the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics, she was a student at Johnson 
Central High School.  
United States Ambassador to Canada Kelly Craft was the featured speaker for the ceremony. 
In the fall of 2018, students from the graduating class will attend 16 different colleges and universities 
across the United States, including 11 students who will enroll at MSU. 
Additional information on the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics is available by 
calling 606-783-9025 or visiting www.moreheadstate.edu/Craft-Academy. 
Members of the Craft Academy Class of 2018: 
Bath: Margaret Hughes, daughter of Freda and Steven Hughes from Bath County High School 
Boone: Emmi Fish, daughter of Doug Fish and Kaye Tyler Fish from Larry A. Ryle High School 
Bourbon: Anne Park, daughter of Harry and Vivian Park from Paris High School 
Bullitt: Ishika Patel, daughter of Kammi I. Patel and Ishwar M. Patel from Riverview High School 
Bullitt: Garrett Jones, son of Tammy Scrogham and Gary Jones from Riverview High School 
Carter: Cade Clark, son of Kimberly and Todd Clark from East Carter High School 
Carter: Grace Edens, daughter of Beth and Neil Edens from East Carter County High School 
Carter: Abigail Gillispie, daughter of Wayne and Darlene Gillispie from West Carter County High School 
Crittenden: Landon Brooks, son of Jeff and Julie Brooks from Crittenden County High School 
Crittenden: Corbin Wilson, son of William and Mary Wilson from Crittenden County High School 
Elliott: Haley Dennis, daughter of Lesa and Jeff Dennis from Elliott County High School 
Fayette: Samaantha McInteer, daughter of Richard and Deb McInteer from Steam Academy 
Fayette:  Caroline O’Neill, daughter of Tamara O’Neill and Brent O’Neill from Lafayette High School 
Fleming: J.D. Kincaid, son of Danny Kincaid, Diane Kincaid (Step Mother) and Sarah Kincaid from 
Fleming County High School 
Garrard: J.T. Fitzpatrick, son of Leigh Ann and Tommy Fitzpatrick from Garrard County High School 
Greenup: Brandon Staton, son of Kim Staton and James Staton from Russell High School 
Hardin: Rhianna Clemons, daughter of Angela Mullens and Rickey Clemons from Elizabethtown Sr. High 
School 
Hardin: Mason Harris, son of Tony and Stacie Harris from Central Hardin High School 
Hardin: Lenna Yong, daughter of Lisa Yong and Inn Hoe Yong from Elizabethtown Sr High School 
Jefferson: Melaine Brazel, daughter of Michael and Kristen Brazel from Eastern High School 
Jefferson: Hayden Hubbuch, daughter of Jan Youngblood and Mike Hubbuch from Atherton High School 
Jefferson: Alex Jetter, son of Beth Immerso from Brown School 
Jefferson: Alden Loring, son of Mark and Karen Loring from Brown School 
Jefferson: Nate Murray, son of David and Karen Murray from Louisville Collegiate School 
Jessamine: Cameron Arthur, son of George and Tracy Arthur from East Jessamine High School 
Johnson: Sarrisa Hale, daughter of Sandra Hale and William Hale from Johnson Central High School 
Johnson: Brooke Hall, daughter of Deanna Hall and Ronnie Hall from Johnson Central High School 
Kenton: David Chai, son of Lucy Hu and Fengming Chai from Simon Kenton High School 
Kenton: Haylee Mitchell, daughter of Dwight and Angela Mitchell from Simon Kenton High School 
Kenton: Brooklyn Sauer, daughter of Frank and Maryann Sauer from Simon Kenton High School 
Knott: Nadia Richardson, daughter of Stephen and Pamela Richardson from Knott County Central High 
School 
Lawrence: Billie McCoy, daughter of Bobbie and Oscar McCoy from Lawrence County High School 
Madison: Abigail Williams, daughter of Marty and Christine Williams from Madision Southern High 
School 
Meade: Cody Madden, son of John and Patricia Madden from Meade County High School 
Meade: Michael Thoma, son of James and Melanie Thoma from Meade County High School 
Meade: Shane Walsburger, son of C. Paul Walsburger from Meade County High School 
Montgomery: Callie Arnold, daughter of Brad and Norma Arnold from Montgomery County High School 
Oldham: Sierra Hauck, daughter of Charles and Jennifer Hauck from Oldham County High School 
Pendleton: Cullen Beard, son of Douglas and Laura Beard from Pendleton County High School 
Perry: Alex Vermillion, son of Melissa and Kevin Vermillion from Hazard High School 
Powell: Graham Fizer, son of Barbara Graham and Barry Fizer from Powell County High School 
Pulaski: Kelly Brunson, daughter of Diane and Craig Brunson from Pulaski County High School 
Rowan: Sean Daugherty, son of Donald and Michelle Daugherty, Nicholas and Michelle Whitley from 
Rowan County Senior High School 
Rowan: Trevor Past, son of Melodie Past from Rowan County Senior High School 
Scott: Kaylee Whitenack, daughter of Darrell Whitenack and Nina Johnson-Whitenack from Scott County 
High School 
Shelby: Jack Dorman, son of Kelly Dorman from Shelby County High School 
Union: Jolie Baird, daughter of Joe and Cara Beth Baird from Union County High School 
Wolfe: Makayla Bush, daughter of William and Melissa Bush from Wolfe County High School 
Wolfe: Savannah Perkins, daughter of Darrell Perkins and Elsie Mullins Perkins from Wolfe County High 
School  
Woodford: Mckenna Jobe, daughter of Susie and Ben Stivers / Jeff Jobe from Woodford County High 
School 
Woodford: Gloria Mullins, daughter of Chris Mullins and Hope Woodcock from Woodford County High 
School 
The Craft Academy offers a unique, project-based STEM+X courses that enriches the educational 
experiences and develop competencies in entrepreneurship and innovation, design and creativity, and civic and 
regional engagement. 
Students live on campus in Grote-Thompson Hall, which was remodeled with meeting and social space 
and 24/7 staffing. Counselors and advisors also are available. 
Students are selected based on ACT and SAT scores, academic grades from their first two years of high 
school, interest in advanced STEM careers, responses to application essay questions, interviews by the 
Academy selection committee and recommendations from teachers and others who could attest to the student’s 
need and preparedness for the program. 
 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution 
 
 
Craft students present at Experimental Biology Conference 
May 17, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Morehead State University’s Craft Academy for 
Excellence in Science and Mathematics, Callie Arnold of Mount Sterling, and Kaylee Whitenack 
of Lexington, recently presented “Development of a Cell Culture System for the Investigation of 
the Effects of Microgravity on Cytoskeletal Remodeling and Contraction of A7r5 Smooth 
Muscle Tissue” at the Experimental Biology Conference in San Diego, California, April 20-25. 
Experimental Biology (EB) is the annual meeting of five societies comprised of more 
than 14,000 scientists and 25 guest societies. Primary focus areas include anatomy, biochemistry 
and molecular biology, investigative pathology, nutrition, pharmacology, and physiology. EB 
2018 was open to everyone with interest in the latest research impacting life sciences. Attendees 
represented scientists from academic institutions, government agencies, non-profit organizations 
and industry. The multidisciplinary, scientific meeting features plenary and award lectures, 
workshops, oral and posters presentations, on-site career services and exhibits spotlighting 
equipment, supplies and publications required for research labs and experimental study. 
Whitenack and Arnold worked with MSU’s Dr. Michael Fultz, associate professor of 
biology, on research studying the contraction of A7r5 smooth muscle Cells under microgravity 
conditions. Smooth muscle demonstrates several unique properties that are poorly understood. 
These include the ability to generate force with reduced myosin and the ability to maintain 
tension with low energy expenditure. 
Dr. Fultz and his team have proposed that remodeling of the cytoskeleton may explain 
these properties. In addition to presenting at EB, Whitenack and Arnold presented their research 
during Posters at the Capitol in Frankfort on Feb. 8. 
Additional information on the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
is available by calling 606-783-9025 or at www.moreheadstate.edu/craft-academy. 
#### 
  
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
 
 
Dr. Privott named FCTL director  
May 30, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Office of Undergraduate Education and Student Success 
has announced that Dr. Daryl R. Privott, assistant professor of adult and higher education, has been named director 
of the Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning. 
“Dr. Daryl Privott will be an outstanding leader for his colleagues in the area of teaching, because he is 
energetic and passionate about working with students.  His enthusiasm is contagious, and his knowledge about 
pedagogy will be a valuable asset to faculty across campus,” said Dr. Laurie L. Couch, associate vice president for 
Undergraduate Education and Student Success. 
The Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning (FCTL) provides coordination and support to faculty in the 
area of teaching by: 
 Identifying and implementing new initiatives needed to support the professional development and teaching 
excellence of faculty 
 Encouraging faculty to apply scholarly methods to enhance the effectiveness of instruction with a variety of 
student constituencies 
 Promoting the concept that teaching and learning are lifelong efforts that occur throughout one’s career and 
lifespan 
 Encouraging collaboration and sharing of expertise 
 Identifying strategies for enhancing student learning both within and outside of the traditional classroom, and 
helping faculty and staff implement those strategies. 
Privott has been with MSU since May 2011. He was program director of the Kentucky College and Career 
Readiness Collaborative Initiative and served as an adjunct professor. 
Prior to MSU, Privott was the director of research infrastructure and planning at the University of Nevada 
Las Vegas. 
He holds a Ph.D. degree in educational leadership and a master’s in public administration from UNLV. Dr. 
Privott earned a Bachelor of Science degree in industrial technology from East Carolina University. 
Privott is a graduate of Morehead State University President’s Leadership Academy. 
For more information on the (FCTL) visit www.moreheadstate.edu/fctl. 





Chai is National Merit Scholarship recipient 
 
June 6, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---David Chai, a senior at the Craft Academy for Excellence in 
Science and Mathematics at Morehead State University has been named a 2018 National Merit 
Scholarship recipient. 
Chai is the son of Lucy Hu and Fengming Chai from Independence. 
“David has demonstrated a passion for all things math. He has all perfect scores of 36 
except for one score of a 35 on the ACT. We are proud of David’s accomplishments. We see 
great things ahead for him and a bright future,” said Dr. Carol Christian, Craft Academy director. 
Established in 1955, National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) is an independent, 
not-for-profit organization that operates without government assistance. NMSC conducts the 
National Merit® Scholarship Program and the National Achievement® Scholarship Program–
annual competitions for recognition and college undergraduate scholarships. The honors awarded 
by NMSC to exceptionally able students are viewed as definitive marks of excellence. Recipients 
of Merit Scholarship®awards, Achievement Scholarship® awards, and corporate-sponsored 
Special Scholarships have increased the nation’s respect for intellectual accomplishments and 
have contributed significantly to its talent pool of future leaders. 
The Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics meets the unique 
educational needs of academically gifted and talented high school juniors and seniors in the 
Commonwealth. A college-level curriculum will allow students to finish high school while also 
completing up to two years of university coursework. It will offer a residential college 
experience and environment to promote innovation and a creative enterprise, developing the full 
potential of the state’s brightest minds and most promising future leaders. 
In addition, the Craft Academy offers unique, project-based STEM+X courses that will 
enrich educational experiences and develop competencies in entrepreneurship and innovation, 
design and creativity, and civic and regional engagement. 
Students were selected based on ACT scores, academic grades from their first two years 
of high school, interest in advanced STEM careers, responses to application essay questions, 
interview by the Academy selection committee and recommendations from teachers and others 
who can attest to the student’s need and preparedness for the program.  
At the end of the two years, students will have earned a minimum of 60 credit hours, 
finished high school and have the opportunity to further their education at MSU or transfer to 
any other college/university in Kentucky or elsewhere. 
Additional information on the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
is available by visiting www.moreheadstate.edu/craft-academy. 
#### 
  




Morgan, BOR honors Goodpaster 
May 10, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University President Joseph A. (Jay) Morgan and Board of 
Regents members honored former board chair Paul C. Goodpaster during Thursday’s meeting. 
“Paul Goodpaster has served both the Board of Regents and Morehead State University with distinction 
and honor,” said Morgan. “We greatly appreciate his professional support of our efforts as regents and his 
passionate commitment to our community and MSU. His leadership has been pivotal in advancing the board’s 
strategic plan for raising the quality and contributions of MSU.” 
Goodpaster served as chair from March 2014 until March 2018. Prior to that, he was vice chair for four 
years. His second term on the MSU board will expire on June 30.  
With 30 years of banking experience, Goodpaster is executive vice president and chief operating officer 
of the Citizens Bank in Morehead. He is responsible for the day-to-day management of the bank.  
He is a former chief financial officer for Rowan Technical College, now the Rowan Campus of 
Maysville Community and Technical College, and has served on the college’s advisory board. Active in various 
organizations in the community, Goodpaster is a member of the Morehead-Rowan County Industrial 
Development Authority and is a past board member of the Morehead-Rowan County Economic Development 
Council and is past president of the Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce. 
Goodpaster holds a Bachelor of Business Administration with an emphasis in finance degree from MSU. 
He is married to the former Kim Walters of Morehead, and they have three children, Brandon, Brooke 
and Nathan. 
“I really appreciate the support that I have received by Presidents Morgan and Andrews and the other 
Regents,” said Goodpaster. “Morehead State University has always been a special place to me. Even after June 
and my term ends, I will support MSU 110 percent.” 






Guidelines set for UB Summer Food Services  
May 27, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Upward Bound Program will again 
host the Summer Food Service Program during the 2018 Summer Academy which will run June 
4 until July 6. 
Meals will be provided to all eligible participants free of charge. To be eligible, children 
must be in households that receive Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits, 
or benefits under the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR), or Temporary 
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF). 
Acceptance and participation requirements for the program and all activities are the same 
for all regardless of race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability, and there will be no 
discrimination in the course of the meal service. 
Meals will be provided in the Rocky Adkins Dining Commons on the MSU campus on a 
schedule: breakfast, 7:15-8:45 a.m.; lunch, 12:30-1:30 p.m.; and supper, 5:15-6:15 p.m. 
To file a complaint of discrimination, call toll free at 866-632-9992 or write USDA, 
Director, Office of Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20250-
9410. 
For more information, call Ashley Cooper, associate program director, at 606-783-2611. 
#### 







From left, Gerry Harstine and Dr. Bob Albert, College of Business and Technology dean. 
 
Harstine named Distinguished Alumni Award winner 
 
May 16, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Gerry Harstine of Chattanooga, Tennessee, was honored as the 
recipient of the 2018 Distinguished Alumni Award during Morehead State University’s College 
of Business and Technology Banquet.  
“I was thrilled when the faculty selected Gerry as this year’s recipient,” said Dr. Bob 
Albert, dean. “He had had an impressive career which makes him a most worthy recipient of this 
recognition. He is truly an outstanding role model for our students.” 
A native of Akron, Ohio, Harstine graduated from MSU in 1975 with a BS in Economics.  
He also holds an MS in Economics from the University of Connecticut and an MBA from 
Baldwin Wallace University in Ohio.  
Most of his career has been involved in developing products and markets in various 
industries. He has worked alongside of groups such as Boston Consulting, Booz Allen Hamilton, 
McKenzie and Bacon and Butler, where he learned how to develop products and markets. 
His range of experiences includes positions as planning and marketing manager for the 
power generation company – Babcock and Wilcox, business unit manager at Combustion 
Engineering, advanced technology market development manager at Lear Seigler Aerospace.  
Harstine also led two companies, serving as president – Michigan instruments, a medical 
instruments company, and National Products, an office and lab furniture/equipment company. 
Currently, he serves as the owner/president of three companies – Harvest Farms, an 
environmental equipment company, Environmental Power Strategies and Servline, a water and 
waste water insurance company where he obtained a patent on a drying process for bio-solids. 
Additional information is available by contacting MSU’s College of Business and 




Unger overcomes obstacles to earn degree 
 
May 11, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---When Kaitlin “Katy” Unger of Greenfield, Ohio, graduates from Morehead State 
University, she will share that proud milestone with more than 1,200 degree earning peers. 
 Impressively, she will have earned her Bachelor of Science degree within four years. When you note 
that it was a double major that she completed in that length of time (agri-business and mathematics), then she 
further stands out for doing something that only around 1.1 percent of her cohort will have done. Even so, 
Unger’s achievement has yet another aspect that makes it even more remarkable. 
She has Attention Deficit Disorder and Developmental Dyslexia. Sustaining focus on complex material 
and reading with accuracy and speed are central to succeeding in college, so it is understandable that she 
struggled with the reading and language arts components of many of her courses. Her strategy was to make 
liberal use of the tutoring services that are available to every student, to use her academic accommodations 
when needed, and to rely on her long-established self-discipline toward putting in the necessary study time. 
 Unger credits her parents for helping her to build those positive habits early on, both through 
encouragement and by letting her participate in sports as a reward. Her seriousness toward coursework and 3.27 
cumulative GPA notwithstanding, she still found her way to a well-rounded college experience. Her 
extracurricular activities included Intramural volleyball, softball, and ultimate Frisbee, the Baptist Campus 
Ministry, serving as the president of both the Sigma Alpha Professional Sorority and the Agriculture 
Ambassadors Team, and student employment at the campus Recreation and Wellness Center.  
Having grown up on a family farm, she missed the connection to agriculture if she stayed away too long 
so she also made time to participate in the collegiate chapter of Future Farmers of America.     
Unger’s preparation has prepared her to be successful in her chosen career path. She has already 
accepted a position with the Ohio Department of Agriculture that coincides with her final semester.  
She reports that every decision she made along the way was focused on not holding herself back for any 
reason. Asked for her advice to undergraduates, especially those with learning-based disabilities who might be 
struggling and discouraged, she replied, “Your limits are what you set for yourself.” 
Learn more about the services MSU offers for students with disabilities information by contacting 
Evangeline Day, Disability Services coordinator, at 606-783-5188 or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/disability. 
#### 
  
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
 
MSU SBDC assistances in opening of business 
May 24, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With help from Morehead State University Small Business Development Center, 
Appalachian Beauty School, which opened in South Williamson, Kentucky, in 1977, has a new owner and new 
home. 
Open in the late 70s by Buna Hunt, the business has grown exponentially since its founding. During the past 
couple decades, the school has been owned and operated by Deborah Johnson. Its mission is to prepare students to 
successfully pass the written and practical state board exam, obtain licensure and become assets to their communities 
by means of gainful employment.  
Amber McCracken worked in the cosmetology field for several years. She completed the cosmetology 
instructors program in 2016 and began teaching full-time. McCracken had heard of Johnson’s rumored retirement 
and reached out to her about taking over ownership of the school in August 2016.  It was an instant friendship and 
plans began for McCracken to purchase Appalachian Beauty School.  
McCracken first met with management consultant Michelle Spriggs with the Morehead State University 
Small Business Development Center in Pikeville in September 2016.  Spriggs provided financial analysis services, 
assisted McCracken with her business plan and business financial projections and other small business related 
assistance from September 2016 until her purchase of the business in February of 2018.  
“Purchasing a business proved to be a bigger challenge then I anticipated. Michelle with the Pikeville SBDC 
was there to answer any question I had,” said McCracken. “She helped with my financial projections and business 
plan I needed to acquire the loan for the business and later the new building. They are a tremendous asset to have and 
I would highly recommend them to anyone needing help with purchasing or starting a business.” 
Appalachian Beauty School is now open in its beautiful new facility in Belfry.  It will be able to offer 
additional classes with more student availability and plenty of parking space for its loyal clients. 
 “McCracken was met with many obstacles along the way to owning her own small business but she never 
gave up,” said Spriggs.  
The ribbon cutting was held May 21 at the new location at 25429 U.S. Highway 119 North (in Belfry) in 
collaboration with the Southeast Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.  
Information on the Appalachian Beauty School, call 606-237-6650 or email appalachianbeauty@icloud.com. 







Documentary by MSU faculty member to air on KET 
May 21, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---After years of traveling the state to make documentaries of the unique and quirky, 
a Morehead State University instructor has made a documentary about the map of Kentucky. 
Steven Middleton, instructor of mass communication and Kentucky filmmaker, will have his 
documentary “Map Dot Kentucky” debut in July on the KET family of networks. 
Unlike Middleton's past films about the state, which revolved around unique attractions, Map Dot 
Kentucky documents the history of travel blogger and Bowling Green resident, Cory Ramsey.   
During a layoff from his job, Ramsey began taking hiking trips to Kentucky State Parks, which 
eventually turned into a decision to document every county in the state. Middleton met Ramsey while 
researching attractions for his past documentaries and soon realized that there was a story to be told. 
The film was produced with Cory Ramsey with video assistance from MSU convergent media student 
Gabe Osborne, Owenton senior; John Flavell, MSU instructor of journalism; and Dr. John Modaff, MSU 
professor of speech.  
An original song “Traveling Land” was written and recorded for the project by traditional music student 
David Austin Tackett, Flemingsburg junior. Additional music was recorded by traditional music student 
Melissa Keyser, Morehead junior, and Nathan Kiser, Kentucky Center for Traditional Music operations 
manager.  
Map Dot Kentucky marks Middleton’s fifth film to air on the KET family of networks.  The films 
include, “Commonwealth Curiosities; An Ode to Kentucky’s Unique Attraction Vol.1, and Vol.2,” “Far Above 
The Rolling Campus: A History of Morehead State University,” and “Between The Rock and the 
Commonwealth.” 
All films have been produced with assistance from MSU convergent media students, faculty and staff.  
Middleton received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from MSU. He joined the faculty at MSU in 
2008. He also operates State Run Media Productions. 
Additional information on the Department of Communication, Media and Languages is available by 
visiting www.moreheadstate.edu/cml. 













Morehead State University 
Board of Regents 
Special Called Meeting and Work Session 
 
Thursday, May 10, 2018, 10:00 a.m. 





I. CALL TO ORDER 
 
II. ROLL CALL 
 
III. EMPLOYEE AND STUDENT RECOGNITION 
 
IV. APPROVE PHASED RETIREMENT CONTRACTS 
 
V. CLOSED SESSION – pursuant to KRS 61.810(1)(b) to discuss matters relating to the 
future acquisition or sale of real property where publicity would be likely to affect the value of a 
specific piece of property to be acquired or sold 
 
VI. DISCUSSION/WORK SESSION 
 
A. Health Care Task Force Report 
B. Facilities Task Force Report 
 
VII. OTHER BUSINESS 
 
A. Recognition of Former Chair Goodpaster 
 
VIII. FUTURE MEETINGS 
• Spring Commencement Programs – Saturday, May 12, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
• Craft Academy Graduation – Saturday, May 12, 5 p.m. 




Prepared by:  Steven Ralston 
 
 BOR (IV) 





That the Board of Regents approve the faculty phased retirements for the following 
faculty members listed below: 
 
One year of phased retirement 
Dr. Mesghena Yasin, professor of economics 
Dr. Donna Kizzier, associate professor information systems & business education 
Dr. Markham Schack, professor of education 
Dr. Deborah Plum, assistant professor of journalism 
Dr. Zexia Barnes, associate professor of chemistry 
 
Two years of phased retirement 
Dr. Wayne Willis, professor of education 
Dr. Ric Caric, professor of international and interdisciplinary studies 
Dr. Monica Magner, professor of health 
Dr. Latonya Hesterberg, professor of social work 




With certain limitations, Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) allow retirees under the 
Kentucky Teacher’s Retirement System (KTRS) to be reemployed in a part-time capacity with the 
same organization from which they retired.  This will also include faculty participants in the 
Optional Retirement Plan (ORP) provided they meet eligibility standards.  The University will allow 
faculty to retire by providing part-time employment for teaching up to 12 hours per academic year at 
their current per credit hour salary.  Accordingly, pursuant to University Administrative Regulation 
334.02, Procedures for Phased Retirement Program (PRP) Morehead State University may provide 
qualifying faculty a phased retirement option. 
 
Memorial Day specials to air on MSPR (2018) 
May 23, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In recognition of Memorial Day 2018, Morehead State Public Radio 
will broadcast special programming. 
Among the specials are: 
Friday, May 25, 8 p.m.; Saturday, May 26, 3 p.m. - Muddy Bottom Blues - Paul 
Hitchcock hosts this special program of Muddy Bottom Blues, featuring the music of the late 
Arthel Lane "Doc" Watson, an award-winning guitarist, songwriter and singer of bluegrass, folk, 
country, blues and gospel music. Recorded live on Feb. 10, 1963 at Club 47 in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, this never-before released live concert features Watson performing songs of the 
Carter Family, traditional and original compositions. The program is made possible by Yep Roc 
Records and the Southern Folklife Collection at the University of North Carolina. 
Sunday, May 27, 2 p.m. and Monday, May 28, 10 a.m. - Golden Age of Radio - On this 
special of The Golden Age of Radio, host Hitchcock reflects on the passing of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, 32nd President of the United States. Through rare and vintage audio, the program will 
present special news reports, memorial services and reflections on the death of  FDR on April 12, 
1945. This program is made possible by the Internet Archive, an online non-profit library of 
books, movies, music and old-time radio shows. 
Sunday, May 27, 3 p.m. and Monday, May 28, 9 a.m. - That Was Radio - Leon Smothers 
is the creator, writer and host of That Was Radio, an overview of the golden years of radio 
during the 1930s through the 1950s. That Was Radio will go behind the programs to explore the 
personalities and events that inspired and shaped those programs.  The program will examine 
how the radio programs were made, and discuss their importance and impact on radio. That Was 
Radio will provide some of the background needed for a new audience to better understand old-
time radio and overall, to enjoy it even more. 
Monday, May 28, 11 a.m. - For My Country - Music and the Spoken Word Memorial 
Day Special, features "Hymn to the Fallen," "On This Day," "A Tribute to the Armed Forces," 
"Battle Hymn of the Republic," and more. 
Monday, May 28, noon - 2018 United States Air Force Band Jazz Heritage Radio Series 
Throughout its long history, the Airmen of Note has regularly performed and recorded 
with the leading artists in the jazz world. In fact, the list of guest artists featured with the Note 
reads like a "who's who" of the jazz industry. Stationed at Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling in 
Washington, D.C., it is one of six musical ensembles that comprise The U.S. Air Force Band. 
Created in 1950 to continue the tradition of Major Glenn Miller's Army Air Corps dance band, 
the current band consists of 18 active duty Airmen musicians including one vocalist. The 2018 
special will feature three guest artists: Nnenna Freelon, hour 1; Peter Erskine, hour 2; and 
Marshall Gilkes, hour 3. 
Morehead State Public Radio broadcasts 24-hours a day from the campus of Morehead 
State University. MSPR serves more than 20 counties in Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia. 
Additional information is available by calling MSPR at 800-286-9659 or 606-783-2001. 
#### 
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Photo ID: Yanya Yang, Neng Yang, Milo Golding and MSU President Jay Morgan. 
MSU dedicates Golding-Yang Art Gallery  
May 7, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Golding-Yang Art Gallery was officially dedicated Friday, May 4, to honor 
the late Deeno Golding, his wife Yanya Yang and brother in-law Neng Yang. The ceremony was held at the 
Claypool-Young Art Building. 
“Deeno Golding, Yanya Yang and Neng Yang have been ambassadors of higher learning and loyal 
supporters of Morehead State University for decades," said President Joseph A. (Jay) Morgan. "Their support 
through service, dedication, and financial commitment has been unwavering. Most recently, they have 
established three significant endowments which support scholarships and the gallery." 
The family has served as ambassadors of higher learning and have been loyal supporters of Morehead 
State University for decades. These three individuals have affected the lives of countless individuals through 
their experiences in the classroom and the MSU arts community. 
Golding was a fulltime faculty member in the Department of Art and Design for 23 years and was 
beloved by his students for his encouragement and inspiration. He also taught for several summer arts programs 
including the Arts Academy in Guanxi, China, and the Kentucky Governor’s Scholars Program. 
Yanya Yang, Golding’s wife of nearly 20 years, worked as a graduate assistant in the gallery while 
completing her Master of Arts degree at MSU. She went on to teach art and design classes for Morehead State.  
Neng Yang received his Master of Arts degree from MSU and like his sister; he served as a graduate 
assistant in the gallery. He also worked in the Office of International Student Services and taught classes in art 
and design. Additionally, Yang was commissioned to paint the official University portraits of all former MSU 
presidents from Dr. Frank Button to Dr. Ronald Eaglin. 
The family has established three significant endowments that support scholarships and the campus art 
gallery. In recognition of their support through service, dedication, and financial commitment to MSU, the 
Golding-Yang Art Gallery was named to honor their commitment to MSU’s mission of educating students from 
Eastern Kentucky and beyond. 






MSU included in USVM’s Top Veteran-Friendly schools 
May 25, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has been included in U.S. Veterans Magazine’s 
Best of the Best Top Veteran-Friendly school rankings. 
“We are pleased to be recognized as the campus community continues to build on MSU’s 
tradition of providing the help veterans and their families need to transition from soldier to student and 
ultimately to college graduate,” said David Litteral, MSU’s director of military initiatives. “Almost 
seven years ago, MSU opened the Lt. Col. Alan R. Baldwin Veterans Center, which assists prospective 
and current military and student veterans by providing counseling and direction on all educational 
benefits, enrollment and registration assistance, counseling resources and referrals, academic and career 
assistance, and provides a place for student veterans to study or relax and reconnect with their fellow 
student veterans.” 
MSU’s Veterans Resource Center was named in honor of Lt. Col. Alan R. Baldwin. A 
former assistant to the provost, Baldwin joined MSU in 1978 as an assistant professor of military 
science. After leaving briefly, he returned in 1985 and was named chair of the Department of 
Military Science. During his tenure, he held numerous titles. He also served on the Morehead 
City Council for 13 years. 
Veterans, National Guardsmen and Reservists, and military families interested in learning 
more about MSU can get additional information by calling Litteral at 606-783-9267 or email 
d.litteral@moreheadstate.edu. He can connect military and veteran students with the services 
made available for them across campus. 
Other ways MSU assists our military and veteran students include:  
• Application fee waived  
• Priority registration  
• Credit for military training and service  
• No academic penalty upon documented deployment  
• Participation in the Yellow Ribbon Program  
• Student Veteran Association  
MSU also has been previously recognized as a military/veteran-friendly university by GI 
Jobs magazine, Military Advanced Education journal, the Military Times, the U.S. News and 
World Report and Veterans National Honor Society. 
U.S. Veterans Magazine (USVM) polled hundreds of Fortune 1000 companies for the Best of the 
Best evaluations. At USVM, our goal is to open up employment, business and supplier opportunities 
within the federal government and corporate America for veterans, transitioning service members, 
disabled veterans, spouses and veteran business owners. The annual review is an evaluation of the 
nation’s employers, initiatives, government agencies and educational institutions. These non-biased 
studies are valuable resources for job-seekers, business owners, students, consumers, senior 
management, business associations, employment agencies and consumer groups 
The mission of the U.S. Veterans Magazine (USVM) is simple: open up immediate, lucrative 
employment, business and supplier opportunities for veterans, transitioning service members, disabled 
veterans, and veteran business owners within the federal government, as well as corporate America. In 
turn, we link companies and government entities to qualified career and business candidates from the 
ranks of the nation’s veterans.  
For a complete listing of military-related services, including enrollment, support services 





MSU mourns the loss of student Anan Ahmed H. Albalawi 
 
May 7, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehead State University student was struck and killed Sunday 
in Chicago. 
The Cook County Medical Examiner's office says Anan Ahmed H. Albalawi, 27, of 
Morehead, was one of five people struck by a hit-and-run driver after the cab they were in broke 
down.  
Albalawi was a junior from Saudi Arabia working on a Bachelor of Science degree in the 
School of Engineering and Information Systems. 
Police say the taxi broke down in the westbound lanes of Interstate 290, the Eisenhower 
Expressway, around 4:45 a.m. and the five people began walking up the Homan Avenue off-
ramp. They were then hit by a car that was exiting the expressway. Officials say the car did not 
stop. The driver is in custody. 
Funeral arrangements are pending at this time. 
#### 
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MSU Prestonsburg holds Celebration of Student Scholarship  
May 2, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University at Prestonsburg’s Bachelor of 
Social Work program hosted its first Celebration of Student Scholarship on Monday, April 30.  
The event highlighted research conducted by the MSU at Prestonsburg social work 
students under the direction of social work faculty Dr. Lisa Shannon and Deirdra Robinson, 
MSU Prestonsburg Social Work Program facilitator, during the spring semester. 
“There were two goals for this event. First, we wanted to allow our students to display 
their work in a format used by most graduate schools and found at most professional 
conferences. Creating a research poster as an undergraduate will give these students a great 
advantage regardless of their future professional path,” said Robinson. “Second, we wanted to 
showcase the extensive community engagement of our students. This semester alone our BSW 
students on the Prestonsburg campus completed more than 10,600 service-learning hours in 
community agencies serving our region. Our students gain vital experiences while completing 
these hours that prepare them to take on the challenges facing our region. These posters reflect 
their dedication to the social work profession but more importantly, their passion to help make a 
difference.” 
Faculty and staff from MSU, Big Sandy Community and Technical College, and the 
public attended this event.   
More than 35 students displayed their research findings and community development 
projects. Those students included: 
Alexis Mills, Tomahawk; Alice Ratliff, Maytown; Amanda Collins, Prestonsburg; Amy 
Combs, Garrett; Andrea Davis, Salyersville; Ashley Honeycutt, Ulysses; Bonni Manns, 
Wayland; Carla Marshall, Salyersville; Cassandra Allen, Louisa; Coreen Hayes, Prestonsburg; 
Danna Mills, Tomahawk; Elizabeth DeHart, Hazard; Gabrielle Waddles, David; Hannelore 
Urban, Pikeville; Heather Ramey, Pikeville; Heather Gussler, Warfield;  
Tamra Tackett, Dorton; Jessica Morey-Bailey, Pikeville; Johnna Little, Paintsville; Kim 
Hayden, Paintsville; Kristy Stewart, Pikeville; Meghan Dotson, Pikeville; Melissa Salisbury, 
Prestonsburg; Melissa Baker, Martin; Mollie Music, Prestonsburg; Morgan Haywood, 
Prestonsburg; Nick Bailey, Pikeville; Nicole Smith, Debord; Rachel Hall, McDowell; Sabrina 
Gibbs, Jackson; Shyanna Estep, Pikeville; Sidney Hale, Salyersville; Tammy Miller, Jackson; 
Tara Rowland, Paintsville; and Timothy Maynard, Inez. 
The BSW program in Prestonsburg is currently taking applications for Fall 2018.  For 







MSU to be closed Memorial Day 
May 25, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In observance of the Memorial Day holiday, Morehead State 
University will be closed Monday, May 28. There will be no classes or office hours and mail will 
not be delivered.  
Offices will reopen at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, May 29.  
The MSU Police Department will be available at 606-783-2035 to answer questions and 






From left, Macee Elizabeth Pennington and Ethan Fryman. 
Pennington is recipient of Fryman Memorial Scholarship 
May 22, 2019 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The Morehead State University Foundation has announced Macee Elizabeth 
Pennington of Morehead is the recipient of the Katie Fryman Memorial Scholarship.  
Pennington is a graduate of Rowan County Senior High School and is the daughter of Lee and Jenny 
Pennington. 
She plans to major in business at MSU with the goal of working in human resource management. 
Pennington was a member of the Student Government Association, Family, Career and Community 
Leaders of America (FCCLA), Youth in Government Club, Science Club and women’s soccer team. She was a 
candidate for Miss Rowan County, Citizenship Award Winner for her grade level in 2017, and grade 
representative for Student Advisory Council. 
 “Katie loved to help people. Katie also loved her school, because of that my family and I are honored to 
be able to help someone and to keep Katie's spirit alive within the school,” said Ethan Fryman, Katie’s brother.  
Fryman passed away in 2013.  
The scholarship’s namesake was a student at Rowan County Senior High School, an avid supporter of 
the RCSHS basketball team, who loved going to school and being with her special friends.  
The recipient must be a full-time MSU incoming freshman, who is a RCSHS graduate with a 3.5 grade-
point-average or above.  
Applicants should submit applications along with two letters of recommendation and a personal story of 
influence. The recommendations should include one from RCSHS faculty or staff and a member of the 
Morehead community. The personal influence should reflect on experiences of the applicant in relation to how 
someone has made a difference in their life. Scholarships will be awarded in the amount of $500 and may 
increase if additional funding is available. The recipient will be selected by a committee and is a one-time 
award (not renewable).  
Additional information is available by contacting the RCSHS guidance counselor, MSU’s Enrollment 







Cutline Spring graduates who participated in the Rites of Passage ceremony were first row 
from left, Jaerica Meschele Overall, Rochelle Payne, Darianne Seward, Caprice Smith, David 
Van Tran, Chazmon Latrelle Warr, Jasmine Wilson, Shanae Brown and Faith Carruthers. Second 
row from left, Christian Lamar Robinson, Jeffrey Charles Jones, Chelsea Paige O’Neal, Rian 
Pennman, Erin Blaine, Crystal Nicole Simmons, Te’a Johnson, Chazmon Latrelle Warr, 
Dominique St. Louis and Shauntae Mychele Brown. Third row from left, Robert Dwayne 
Cornelius-Thomas, Ke' Shaun Edward Marzette, Ke' Shaun Edward Marzette, Keyshawn 
Devonte Bell, Marquez Young, Devon Hodge, Svea Carter, Kellee Harvey. 
 Rites of Passage celebrated 
May 12, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University’s Office of Student Activities, Inclusion 
and Leadership Development sponsored its 35th Rites of Passage recognition ceremony on 
Friday, May 11, in the Laughlin Health Building. 
The purpose of the ceremony is to recognize and celebrate the scholastic achievement of 
minority and international students at MSU. Each student received a certificate, a gift and a 
special Kente stole. 
Spring graduates who participated in the ceremony were: 
Keyshawn Devonte Bell, Cincinnati; Erin Blaine, Washington, D.C., Shanae Brown, 
Frankfort; Shauntae Mychele Brown, Frankfort; Faith Carruthers, Louisville; Svea Carter, 
Louisville; Todd Dockery Jr., Hamilton, Ohio; Kellee Harvey, Ashland; Devon Hodge, 
Louisville; Te’a Johnson, Cincinnati; Jeffrey Charles Jones, Reynoldsburg, Ohio; Chelsea Paige 
O’Neal, Cincinnati; Ke' Shaun Edward Marzette, Louisville; Jaerica Meschele Overall, 
Georgetown;  
Rochelle Payne, Louisville; Rian Pennman, Georgetown; Christian Lamar Robinson, 
Roswell, Georgia; Crystal Nicole Simmons, Madrid, Spain; LaCreese Caprice Smith, Chicago; 
Dominique St. Louis, Mt. Juliet, Tennessee; Darianne Seward, Columbus; Robert Dwayne 
Cornelius-Thomas, Winchester; David Van Tran, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota; Lalah Janee' Ware, 
Louisville; Chazmon Latrelle Warr, Louisville; and Jasmine Wilson, Pikeville. 
The keynote speaker for the spring celebration was Marquez Young. 
A two-time MSU graduate, Young earned his Bachelor of Business Administration 
degree in business administration and management and his Master of Arts degree in adult and 
higher education. 
For almost two years, he was a senior enrollment services counselor for diversity at 
MSU. Last fall, he accepted an enrollment advisor position at Sinclair Community College in 
Dayton. 
MSU Chief Photographer Tim Holbrook shares some of the scenes from “Rites of 
Passage” in a photo gallery. 
Additional information about the ceremony is available by calling Shannon Colvin, 




MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution. 
 
May 24, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A former vice president for fiscal affairs at Morehead State 
University, Russell Reid McClure passed away Tuesday, May 22.  
McClure was born in Somerset to the late Joe and Anna Russell McClure. He attended 
Somerset High and then Transylvania University. He is survived by his wife, Brucene, and his 
children, Tina Emrick, Mark McClure (Lee), and Holly Smith (Scott). 
He had a storied and diverse career, starting as a budget analyst for the State of Kentucky 
and would later become vice president for fiscal affairs at Morehead State University under his 
mentor, Adron Doran. 
Services will be held at First Christian Church in Frankfort, Saturday, May 26, at 11 a.m. 
Burial will follow at Frankfort Cemetery. 
To visit guestbook, http://www.harrodbrothers.com/obituaries/Russell-
Mcclure/#!/TributeWall 
Visitation at the Harrod Brothers Funeral Home, 312 Washington Street, Frankfort, 
Friday, May 25, from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. and at First Christian Church, Saturday, May 26, from 





Shannon Harr Scholarship established 
May 3, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The Morehead State University Foundation has announced the 
establishment of the Dr. Shannon Harr Scholarship Fund. 
A native of Olive Hill, Dr. Harr holds a bachelor’s degree in animal science and a 
master’s degree in organizational communication from Morehead State. He earned his doctoral 
degree in educational leadership from the University of Kentucky. 
He joined the staff at MSU in 2001 and has since served numerous roles. Dr. Harr has 
served on staff congress and is currently serving as Staff Regent. He also is also a graduate of 
MSU President's Leadership Academy and an Emeritus member of the St. Claire Regional 
Medical Center Foundation Board of Directors. 
Recipients of the scholarship shall be an incoming freshman from West Carter High 
School with a minimum cumulative grade-point-average of 3.0 or above. Preference will be 
given to a student pursuing a degree in either agriculture/animal science or music. The 
scholarship is a one-time award of $500.  The recipient will be announced annually at the West 
Carter High School Awards Banquet. 
“I am excited to be able to support students from my hometown who will be coming to 
MSU to continue their education,” stated Harr.   
Harr resides in Olive Hill with his wife Dalia.   
Additional information is available by contacting MSU’s Enrollment Services at 606-






Spring Commencement live online 
May 9, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Family, friends, and supporters unable to attend Morehead State 
University’s Spring Commencement in person will be able to watch the ceremonies live on their 
computer or most mobile device. 
MSU will stream live video from the 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. events on Saturday, May 12. The 
live video feed will be available via the link approximately 10 minutes before the scheduled start 
time of the ceremonies. 
The link for the video stream is http://ovcdigitalnetwork.com/watch/?Live=6603. 






++ MSU Spring Commencement is May 12 
May 2, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will hold its 2018 Spring 
Commencement ceremonies on Saturday, May 12, at the Academic-Athletic Center. During the 
two programs, President Joseph A. (Jay) Morgan will confer degrees on nearly 1,200 graduate 
and undergraduate students. 
The first commencement program will start at 10 a.m. Candidates from the College of 
Education and Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences will participate. 
Jeffery Tyler Syck of Pikeville will be the morning commencement speaker for the 
Caudill College. He is the oldest son of Jeffery and Laura Syck. He is a candidate for a Bachelor 
of Arts degree in government and history. 
At Morehead State, Syck was awarded a full academic scholarship through the George 
M. Luckey Jr. Academic Honors Program. He has served for three years as president of the 
Honors student body, as a founding member and vice president of the Cicero Society, as the 
founding president of the Residence Hall Association, and in various roles in the Student 
Government Association. 
He has been active in undergraduate research under the mentorship of Dr. Jonathan 
Pidluzny since his freshman year. His research has focused on American political thought and 
American political development. Since receiving the fellowship, he has presented at eight 
conferences including the Midwest Political Science Association and the Southern Regional 
Honors Conference. Because of his research, Syck has been invited to two separate colloquiums 
on American political thought in Philadelphia hosted by the Liberty Fund.  
After graduation, Syck plans to attend graduate school at the University of Virginia and 
pursue a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Political Science. His ambition is to become a professor 
so that he can mentor future generations of students.  
The afternoon commencement program will start at 2 p.m. Students in the College of 
Business and Technology and College of Science will participate. 
Maggie Fleming Pollitt of Hillsboro will be this year’s afternoon commencement speaker 
for the College of Science. She is the daughter of Jackie and Nina Pollitt of Hillsboro. 
She is a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree in biomedical sciences. 
Pollitt has been active in undergraduate research under the mentorship of Dr. Kurt Gibbs 
studying spinal cord injury for three years. 
A first-generation college student, Pollitt has retained a cumulative GPA of 4.0 and has 
made the dean’s list every semester. 
She has been an active member of the Chi Omega sorority for the past four years, serving 
as an executive board member in the positions of treasurer and recruitment chair. A former 
student advisor for the Upward Bound Math and Science program, Pollitt has given back to the 
community via the Make-A-Wish Foundation and by volunteering in various service activities 
throughout her time at Morehead State.  
Pollitt traveled to the Dominican Republic for two weeks during the winter break of 2016 
to learn about health facilities. In the Dominican Republic, she volunteered at a local orphanage 
and participated in learning experiences to examine the underlying causes of health care 
disparities.  
At Morehead State, she was a member of the George M. Luckey Jr. Academic Honors 
Program. She presented research at the Kentucky Honors Roundtable, Southern Regional Honors 
Conference, and MSU’s Celebration of Student Scholarship. She was chosen as the 
representative for the College of Science for the Idea Festival in 2015.  
After graduation, she plans to attend law school at the University of Cincinnati where she 
has been awarded a full-tuition scholarship as a member of the inaugural class of the Taft 
Scholars Program. 
For the commencement exercises, the grand marshal and mace bearer will be Dr. Janelle 
M. Hare. 
Faculty marshals will be Dr. Frances L. Helphinstine, professor of English, and Dr. Julia 
Ann Hypes, associate professor of sports management. 
Student marshals will be Kennedy Victoria Haught and Aaron Phillip Zucherman, 
Graduate Programs; Sarah Jane Elam and Kimberly Brooke Meade, College of Science; Allie 
Marae McKenzie and Benjamin Walker Moore, College of Business and Technology; Morgan 
Diana Caldwell and Nathaniel Scott Juniper, College of Education; and Ross Michael Haney and 
Miranda Kay Johnson, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. 
Matthew Hammond will sing the national anthem and Dr. Eric Brown will lead the alma 
mater. 
ROTC students will be commissioned as part of each program. 
Following the ceremony, the newest alumni will be inducted into the MSU Alumni 
Association Inc. by its president, Jason Rainey. 
No large bags or backpacks will be permitted in the AAC during the ceremonies and 
commuter buses will run from the U.S. 60 lot to the AAC. 
Additional information on Spring Commencement exercises is available by calling 606-
783-2008 or visit www.moreheadstate.edu/graduation. 
#### 
  




From left, Thom Cochran, Johnson County Schools superintendent, Jane Boggs, who represented the Curtis 
family, Sadie M. Younce, scholarship winner, and Gabe Schadle, enrollment services counselor. 
Younce named recipient of Thomas Raymond Curtis Memorial Scholarship 
May 11, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced that Sadie M. Younce of Stambaugh is 
the 2018-19 recipient of the Thomas Raymond Curtis Memorial Scholarship.  
She will graduate from Johnson Central High School Friday, May 18. 
Younce is the daughter of Robert and Tonya Younce. She had maintained a perfect 4.0 grade point 
average at JCHS. 
Younce has been involved in the Student Council, Spirit Council, Honor Choir and Youth Service 
Advisory Council. She plans to be an elementary or special education teacher. 
Each year, at least one Curtis Scholarship is awarded from the JCHS graduating class. These scholars 
are awarded $10,000 annually to be applied toward their studies at Morehead State University.  
This scholarship support is possible because of the generosity of Thomas R. Curtis. In 1997, Curtis, an 
unassuming teacher of 30 years from Flat Gap, decided to do an extraordinary thing. He chose to leave a lasting 
legacy for the education of Johnson County students. When he passed away, he left the largest bequest in the 
MSU Foundation’s history, $1.3 million, to fund the Thomas Raymond Curtis Memorial Scholarship. 
Students from Johnson Central High School who plan to further their education at Morehead State 
University are eligible to apply for the award. Preference is given to students from Flat Gap who plan to pursue 
a degree in education. The award is renewable for three years if academic eligibility requirements are 
maintained.  
Additional information may be obtained by contacting MSU’s Office of Alumni Relations and 






U.S. Ambassador Kelly Craft to address Craft Academy graduates 
May 9, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---United States Ambassador to Canada Kelly Craft will be the 
featured speaker at the graduation ceremony for the Craft Academy for Excellence in Science 
and Mathematics at Morehead State University on Saturday, May 12, at 5 p.m. in Button 
Auditorium. 
Ambassador Craft and her husband Joe Craft established the academy in 2016.   
The Craft Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics is a dual-credit 
residential high school for academically exceptional Kentucky students. The Craft Academy's 
purpose is to meet the unique educational needs of academically gifted and talented high school 
juniors and seniors in the Commonwealth.  
“It is an honor for us to welcome the Ambassador back to Morehead State,” said Dr. Jay 
Morgan, MSU president. “What a tremendous opportunity for our Craft Academy graduates to 
hear not only from a benefactor of their program, but to have the rare experience of listening to 
the perspectives of someone serving in such an important international capacity.” 
President Donald J. Trump nominated Craft to be the United States Ambassador to 
Canada, and she was formally sworn in by Vice President Mike Pence on Sept. 26, 2017.  She 
presented her credentials to Governor General Julie Payette on Oct. 23, 2017. 
Craft serves as the President’s personal representative to the government and people of 
Canada. She leads the U.S. Mission to Canada, which comprises the Embassy in Ottawa and 
seven Consulates located across Canada. 
Craft is a leader, entrepreneur, and philanthropist who has made community service and 
improving education the cornerstone of her career. 
A third generation Kentuckian, Craft demonstrates a deep commitment to her home state 
by serving in several leadership roles with the Salvation Army of Lexington and the Center for 
Rural Development, a non-profit dedicated to economic development in rural Kentucky. She also 
served on the Boards of Directors for the Kentucky Arts Council, the Lexington Philharmonic, 
YMCA of Central Kentucky and the United Way of The Bluegrass. 
With a deep commitment to education, Craft has served on the University of Kentucky 
Board of Trustees, and co-founded the Morehead State University Craft Academy for Excellence 
in Science and Mathematics which nurtures the academic talents of young Kentuckians. 
In the private sector, she founded a successful marketing and business advisory firm 
providing leadership advice to businesses in her community and across the country.  In 2007, 
President George W. Bush appointed Craft as an alternate delegate to the United Nations General 
Assembly. 
Craft is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and holds an Honorary Doctorate 
degree from Morehead State University. She and her husband, Joe Craft, who also is a Kentucky 
native and UK graduate, share six children and eleven grandchildren. 
#### 
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Woodall lands internship at the Legislative Research Commission 
May 14, 2018 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University’s Sarah Woodall, a Masters of Public 
Administration student, was accepted for a competitive paid internship at Kentucky’s Legislative 
Research Commission (LRC). 
LRC interns spend their summer and the next two semesters in Frankfort working 
alongside a non-partisan legislative committee drafting bills, conducting public policy research 
and assisting in committee meetings for Kentucky’s General Assembly.  
“My interest in working with the public at the state level motivated me to apply for this 
remarkable opportunity,” said Woodall. “I knew the LRC was a reputable non-partisan agency 
that worked closely with legislators and state administration, and I felt the opportunity would 
give me valuable experience in research, professional writing, and networking.”  
The Rockcastle County native will serve her internship with Bart Liguori in the Office of 
Education Accountability. She will assist with the preparation of the OEA’s annual reports, 
research-directed topics, and draft written reports, and perform other administrative duties as part 
of the team known as Kentucky’s Education Watchdog.  
“I feel that the opportunity to assist with research on education couldn’t have been more 
timely, given the current political climate in the Commonwealth,” added Woodall. “I feel 
prepared for the fellowship thanks to my undergraduate courses and professors in the 
government program, as well as the preparation I have received from the same faculty in the 
Master of Public Administration program.”  
Woodall, the daughter of Harold and Mary Woodall of Brodhead, previously interned in 
the Canadian Parliament in the summer of 2015 and as an intern at the Morehead-Rowan County 
Economic Development Center. 
“My past and current internship experiences have given me insight into research and 
invaluable learning opportunities. The political science program faculty have given me a number 
of tools and resources to instill confidence in my writing and research abilities,” said Woodall. 
“Sarah has been continuously and methodically preparing to put herself in a competitive 
position for this prestigious internship over the last five years. She has taken full advantage of 
opportunities available to her as an honors student and government major during her 
undergraduate program, participating in valuable research and internship opportunities. These 
experiences combined with her graduate level course work and internship helped to make her a 
competitive applicant for the LRC internship. Few graduate students from Morehead have been 
selected for this opportunity. We hope to reverse that trend,” said Dr. James Masterson, associate 
professor of government and MPA director. 
More information about the Legislative Research Commission can be found at 
www.lrc.ky.gov/lrc/Intern-Brochure_2018.pdf   
Additional information on the Department of History, Philosophy, Politics, International Studies 
and Legal Studies is available by visiting www.moreheadstate.edu/hpil. 
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